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Rejuvé 3: Hair’s Best Friend
Kenyatta D. Pious

Rejuvé 3 is a therapeutic hair system under the Derjers
International umbrella, the first African-American and Latin
owned company on the market and co-founded by NBA player
Jermaine Jackson. Rejuvé 3 can be used by all hair types and
ensures a sleekness and manageability that is unparalleled
in the industry. Rejuvé 3 works from the cellular level to unclog
pores and stimulate blood circulation to the scalp - - the result will
be thicker, lustrous hair. Dry over-treated hair is no longer a
problem nor will chicettes find taming their tangles a problem.
The Rejuvé 3 solution (which is uber affordable, by the way)
can be used on hair damaged by hair coloring, perms and chemical
hair treatments. Hair will be rejuvenated and restored to an earlier luster - - this is like a do-over for chemically damaged hair. Rejuvé
3 has been previously used exclusively by dermatologists and hair care clinics for over 20 years, but is now available to
all chicettes over-the-counter.
Rejuvé 3 formula has been proven to:
Prevent hair loss and stimulate hair growth
Remove chemically build-up, bacteria and debris
Fortify weak hair and scalp
Relieve dryness flakes and itching
Stop breakage and split-ends
Add volume, shine, leaving hair silky soft
Enhance overall health & manageability
Now chicettes can only look forward to their best hair days with Rejuvé 3 and its easy 3-step solution.
For more info: http://www.derjers.com
Phone: 1.877.405.7964
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